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Abstract—This paper presents a novel concept of spatial auditory brain–computer interface utilizing real and virtual sound
images. We report results obtained from psychophysical and EEG
experiments with nine subjects utilizing a novel method of spatial
real or virtual sound images as spatial auditory brain computer
interface (BCI) cues. Real spatial sound sources result in better
behavioral and BCI response classification accuracies, yet a direct
comparison of partial results in a mixed experiment confirms the
usability of the virtual sound images for the spatial auditory BCI.
Additionally, we compare stepwise linear discriminant analysis
(SWLDA) and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers in a
single sequence BCI experiment. The interesting point of the
mixed usage of real and virtual spatial sound images in a single
experiment is that both stimuli types generate distinct event
related potential (ERP) response patterns allowing for their
separate classification. This discovery is the strongest point of
the reported research and it brings the possibility to create new
spatial auditory BCI paradigms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The many researchers studying the brain computer interface (BCI) aim to provide handicapped people with various
services. Since the interface utilizes only captured brain wave
patterns to control a computer, patients are able to successfully
move a cursor or a wheelchair without any muscle activity [1].
The audio modality BCI is an interface that makes use
of brain waves captured in response to sound stimuli. Since
totally locked–in syndrome (TLS) patients cannot control their
own eyes, it is envisaged that an auditory BCI system which
reads human intentions from brain responses without any eye
movements shall provide a solution to this problem. Figure 1
presents the proposed BCI system prototype, performing the
following functions:
• Firstly, it creates a spatial auditory stimulus using a sound
generation system developed by the authors;
• Secondly, it captures and analyzes EEG event related
potential (ERP) responses to the spatial auditory stimuli
attended to and ignored;
• Finally, it classifies the responses in order to generate
BCI commands for the user application.
In the project described in this paper, we focus on the fact
that given a sound stimulus, the human brain generates an ERP
pattern [2]. It is a well-known fact that attentional modulation
adds a characteristic deflection (the so-called “aha–response”),
which could be utilized for auditory BCI development. This

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the spatial auditory BCI (saBCI) application.
EEG signals are processed by the BCI software processing stages in synchrony
with presented auditory stimuli in order to generate interactive commands (the
so-called BCI–online–mode).

ERP feature, which depends on whether the sound is attended
to (a target) or not (a non-target), allows further classification
of the subject’s choices [3], [4]. When compared with the non–
target sound, “the aha–response,” to a target sound being attended to by the subject has a characteristic positive deflection
300 ms after the onset, and thus it is called a P 300 response.
Figure 2 presents an example of averaged P 300 responses (red
lines – targets) from our experiments, together with ignored
sounds (blue lines – non–targets).
When the P300 response is properly classified by a machine
learning approach, it allows the BCI application user to select a
command corresponding to a sound stimulus. In this paper, we
compare stepwise linear discriminant analysis (SWLDA) [5]
and a linear (SVM) [6] as the machine learning applications.
In our research, we aim at the practical realization and
development of the sound generation system for the spatial
auditory BCI (saBCI) [7], [8]. The saBCI is based on a sound
localization principle. In the saBCI, the application user pays
attention to a sound stimulus localized in a certain (intended)
direction. Therefore, it is necessary to generate as many easy
to discriminate spatial sound stimulus patterns as possible.
However, in contemporary solutions [7], [8], the number

Fig. 2. An example of grand mean averaged ERP brain responses of 27 trials (3 trials × 9 subjects) to spatial real targets (red line) and non–targets (blue
line), together with standard errors. The difference in ERP waves of all electrodes can be observed around 300 ms, which constitutes a P 300 (positive ERP
deflection at this latency) or the so-called “aha–response.” The zero seconds time point indicates the stimulus onset.

of commands depends on the available real loudspeakers,
since they generate the sound images. This is why a novel
sound generation system not depending on the number of
loudspeakers is sought and developed by our team.
We propose a combination of a real and virtual sound generation system for a novel spatial auditory BCI. By employing
a concept of virtual sound sources or virtual sound images, our
saBCI will make it possible to decrease the number of necessary loudspeakers and to increase the number of commands
in the current setup. The virtual sound images are generated
using multiple loudspeakers (at least two) simultaneously. We
have already reported previously [8] that it is possible to
evoke a P300 response with virtual sound sources, similarly
to with real sound images. The method to create the virtual
sound images is known as vector based amplitude panning
(VBAP) [9], [10]. It generates the virtual sound images as
described in the following sections, where the real–and–virtual
spatial sound generation system for the saBCI is discussed.
We conduct psychophysical and EEG experiments to evaluate the real–and–virtual spatial sound generation system
by comparing the results obtained with the classic solution
of real–only sound image generation. In our experiments,
we measure the accuracy rate of psychophysical and EEG
responses using real–and–virtual and real–only generation
systems. The comparison confirms our hypothesis that the
real–and–virtual method is suited for the saBCI paradigm. A
detailed evaluation and accuracy rates are described in the
following sections, together with the experimental procedures

and conditions. Conclusions and future research directions
conclude the paper.
II. M ETHODS
This section describes real–only and real–and–virtual spatial
sound generation methods for the eight command saBCI
application. The real–only method is a reference to evaluate
the proposal based on real–and–virtual sound images. With
both methods, sound source stimuli are created using a MAX
environment [11].
A. Real–only Method with Eight Loudspeakers
In the real–only saBCI paradigm, the user receives only real
sound source stimuli that are generated using a surround sound
environment consisting of the eight loudspeakers distributed
octagonally, as shown in Figure 3. The eight spatially distributed loudspeakers are controlled by the MAX environment
in real time. Each loudspeaker can generate a single spatial
real sound stimulus or a command separately.
B. Real-and-Virtual Spatial Sound Generation System with the
VBAP Method
In the real–and–virtual saBCI paradigm, the user receives
the spatial real and virtual sound source stimuli which were
also created using the MAX environment, similarly to the real–
only solution described above. The real–and–virtual method
consists of four loudspeakers distributed at −90◦ , 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦
positions around the subject’s head, as shown in Figure 3.

TABLE I
T HE PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENT CONDITIONS .
Condition
Subjects
Sound stimuli
Sound sources
Response input
Sound directions
Sound stimuli
Trials
Stimulus length
ISI

Parameters
9
G–chord played using the guitar (MIDI)
4 - and 8 - channel loudspeaker system
computer keyboard
8 (−135◦ , −90◦ , −45◦ , 0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦ , 180◦ )
40 targets and 280 non–targets in each trial
2 of real–only and real–and–virtual sounds
300 ms
500 ms
TABLE II
T HE EEG EXPERIMENT CONDITIONS

Fig. 3. The locations of the eight loudspeakers for the real–only method in
our experiments. A loudspeaker frontal to the subject is situated at 0◦ angular
position in relation to the front of the subject’s head.

We implemented a custom VBAP method patcher in the
MAX environment that, additionally to the above-mentioned
real locations, controlled the four spatially distributed loudspeakers. Thus, it created together eight directions of spatial
sound stimuli in real time. The VBAP patcher could be
used to position a virtual sound source with the pairs of
neighboring loudspeakers. For example, to position a virtual
sound image at a direction of 45◦ , the VBAP patch created
the sound stimulus using only two loudspeakers placed at
0◦ and 90◦ at the same time. The proposed real–and–virtual
method could position virtual sound images at the directions
of −135◦, −45◦ , 45◦ , 135◦ in the same way as in the above
example. The classic real sound images were positioned in the
directions of −90◦ , 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ .
III. E XPERIMENTS
This section describes the psychophysical and the EEG in
saBCI paradigm experiments. In the series of experiments, we
compare the behavioral and brain signal responses between
real–only and real–and–virtual spatial sound generation systems. These experiments were conducted with nine subjects,
and the experimental procedure for each single trial was as
follows:
1) An instruction was given to the subject about which
spatial sound stimuli direction to attend to in the form
of an acoustic prompt followed by a short pause.
2) Next, the subject listened to the eight randomly ordered
directions with the same stimulus timbre played from
each.
3) The subject responded immediately (as fast as possible)
by pressing a computer keyboard button (in the psychophysical experiment), or by counting the number of
the target sound stimuli (in the EEG experiment) after
the target direction sound occurred.

Condition
Subjects
Sound stimuli
Sound sources
Response input
Sound directions
Sound stimuli
Trials
Classifier method
Stimulus length
ISI

Parameters
9
G–chord played using the guitar (MIDI)
4− or 8−channels loudspeaker system
Dry 8-electrodes EEG system
8 (−135◦ , −90◦ , −45◦ , 0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦ , 180◦ )
40 targets and 280 non–targets in each trial
6 (3 trial × 2 real-only/real-and-virtual -sounds)
SWLDA and linear SVM
300 ms
300 ms

4) The above procedure was repeated for all eight target
directions within a single trial.
In the EEG experiment, the single trial consisted of five
sequences, and each of the sequences was defined by eight
randomly ordered spatial sound stimuli. The detailed experimental settings are summarized in following subsections.
A. Psychophysical Experiment to Evaluate Real-and-Virtual
Sound Localization Method
In order to evaluate the real–and–virtual method for difficulty levels, we first performed a psychophysical experiment to
measure the behavioral responses before the EEG evaluation.
We conducted two trials for each method, and each trial
consisted of eight spatial sound sources (chance level = 1/8 =
12.5%) with a MIDI sound simulating a G–chord sound played
by a synthetic guitar sound generator. Table I summarizes the
details of the psychophysical experiment settings.
The results of the psychophysical experiment are presented
in Figure 4. A comparison of the results reveals that the real–
only sound generation system performed better than the real–
and–virtual one. Additionally, a comparison of accuracy rates
of psychophysical responses within only the real–and–virtual
method resulted in the real sound stimulus performing better
than the virtual one in the spatial sound localization task. Even
though the averaged accuracy rates of the real–and–virtual
method in our experiments resulted only in the median of
73.6%, the outcome is much higher than the results previously
reported in [8] of 44.7% accuracy for a virtual–only method.
B. EEG Experiment Conditions, Processing and saBCI Classification
In this EEG experiment, we verified whether the real–
and–virtual method is competent for the successful saBCI

Fig. 5. ERP to real and virtual sound image stimuli for all EEG electrodes used in the experiments conducted. The red lines represent the grand mean averaged
ERP responses of 27 trials (3 trials × 9 subjects) to the real target sounds, while the magenta lines indicate responses to the virtual targets, and the blue lines
responses to the non-targets, respectively. Error bars depicting standard errors are also drawn around each of the averaged responses.
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the captured EEG signals were processed by the in–house
enhanced BCI2000 [13] application using the SWLDA and
SVM classifiers with features drawn from 0 − 800 ms ERP
intervals. The sampling frequency was set at 256 Hz, the high
pass filter at 0.1 Hz, and the low pass filter at 40 Hz, with a
power line interference notch filter set in the 48 − 52 Hz band.
Each target was presented five times in a single sequence, and
the averages of five ERPs were later used for the classification
of a single letter. Table II summarizes the details of the EEG
experiment settings. The following three experiment sessions
were conducted for each subject in the EEG experiments:

in the oddball experimental paradigm. The subjects were the
same as in the psychophysical experiments. The number of
trials was changed because the EEG experiment required
more data for an averaged ERP classification. The EEG
signals were captured with an eight dry electrode portable
wireless acquisition system, and the electrodes were attached
at Cpz, Poz, P3, P4, P5, P6, Cz, and Pz positions, as in the
10/10 extended international system [12]. In the next step,

The single sequence classification results of the EEG experiments conducted are presented in Table III. The real–
only method resulted in better outcomes compared with the
real–and–virtual method using SWLDA and SVM classifiers.
However, in the real–and–virtual sound images experiment, the
virtual directions were classified with better scores, which are
denoted as ARP(V), compared with the real ones, denoted as
ARP(R). These results suggest that improvement is still necessary in this field of research. The grand mean averaged target

50
Fig. 4. Accuracy rates of psychophysical responses using real-only and realand-virtual methods. The chance level was 12.5%.

1) The first session was recorded for the machine learning
approach. The captured EEG data were used to train the
classifier used in the following (second) session.
2) The second session was defined as the first evaluation
of the classifier in the online BCI–speller test setting.
3) The third session was the second classifier evaluation.
The classifier was trained using the EEG data from the
second session above.

real−only

real & virtual

Spatial sound image generation type

TABLE III
BCI INTERACTION SINGLE SEQUENCE CLASSIFICATION
ACCURACY RATE OF EEG RESPONSES USING THE REAL – ONLY
AND REAL – AND – VIRTUAL METHOD (ARC = ACCURACY RATE
WITH REAL – ONLY METHOD ; ARP = ACCURACY RATE WITH
REAL – AND – VIRTUAL METHOD ; R = REAL SOUND IMAGE ; V =
VIRTUAL SOUND IMAGE ). SWLDA AND SVM CLASSIFIERS
ARE COMPARED WITH BETTER RESULTS OBTAINED WITH
SVM METHOD .

SWLDA classifier results
Subject
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
Average:

ARC
50.0%
37.5%
12.5%
12.5%
25.0%
25.0%
25.0%
12.5%
25.0%
25.0%

Subject
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
Average:

ARC
13.0%
47.0%
23.0%
30.0%
27.0%
20.0%
23.0%
47.0%
19.0%
27.7%

ARP (R+V)
0.0%
25.0%
25.0%
12.5%
25.0%
12.5%
12.5%
0.0%
25.0%
15.3%

ARP (R)
0.0%
0.0%
12.5%
12.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
12.5%
4.2%

ARP (V)
0.0%
25.0%
12.5%
0.0%
25.0%
12.5%
12.5%
0.0%
12.5%
11.1%

Linear SVM classifier results
ARP (R+V)
19.0%
23.0%
23.0%
24.0%
27.0%
19.0%
20.0%
19.0%
23.0%
21.9%

ARP (R)
12.0%
11.0%
8.0%
9.0%
10.0%
10.0%
7.0%
9.0%
10.0%
9.6%

ARP (V)
7.0%
12.0%
15.0%
15.0%
17.0%
9.0%
13.0%
11.0%
13.0%
12.4%

ERP responses to real and virtual sound stimuli separately are
shown in Figure 5, together with the non–target responses.
The illustrated ERP responses, together with standard errors
to real target sound images (red lines), virtual targets (magenta
lines), and non–targets (blue lines), confirm the hypothesis of
the different P 300 shapes generated by real and visual sound
images.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We conducted a series of psychophysical and EEG experiments in order to evaluate the spatial real and virtual
sound images generation system usability for a novel saBCI
paradigm. In the psychophysical experiment, the real–and–
virtual method was inferior to the real–only sound images
directions localization.
The EEG experiment results also show that the real–and–
virtual method was inferior to the real–only one. In addition,
we were able to obtain an interesting result showing the
difference between the target ERP responses to real and
virtual sound stimuli created by the real–and–virtual method.
This result suggests a great potential in virtual sound image
generation for the saBCI.
The results presented confirm the hypothesis of the usability
of virtual spatial sound images for novel saBCI paradigms.
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